
 
THE COLOMBIAN WOMEN PEACE AND SECURITY COLLECTIVE and the 21 initiatives and networks 

that compose it COMMUNICATE to public opinion that: 
 

Peace, for many of us, is a collective commitment that we have defended and built from our diverse 
perspectives. From there we consider that nobody owns peace, it belongs to everyone. For us, the 
agreement is one of the tools now of Colombian society, which allows us to continue building a 
country where we all fit together. 
 
That is why we deeply regret the decisions and statements issued  by Mr. Iván Márquez and those 
who accompany him in the video sent the , but we also welcome the statements, on behalf of the 
ex-combatants, of Rodrigo Londoño, and the men and women who have spoken through different 
media, about their commitment to the process and their willingness to move forward. We join in 
the words: “…the peace agreement nobody, nobody is going to tear it apart and if they do, we will 
collect every bit and rebuild them.” 
 
We also welcome the Government's declarations of moving forward with the implementation 
“which is beginning to give results”, and it should be clear that this situation is a call for the urgency 
of not losing the capital we have in peace that cannot be ignored. The Government must 
comprehensively and steadily implement the final agreement so that these facts are not repeated. 
 
We also effusively welcome the statements and communiqués of the multiple movements and 
expressions of peace that will not cease in the efforts to move forward and of the international 
community, which shows commitment and determination to move forward in this effort. 
 
Armed conflicts will never be the best possible way out.  We know that peace costs us work, 
enormous efforts and the outcomes will take time to be shown. Knowing this, we will continue to 
defend peaceful methods and we call for building conscious, critical, and transformative citizenship 
as a way to transform the difficult situation we are living. 
 
As women who have promoted the Ethical Pact for a Country in Peace, we express our commitment 
to our work and will continue to build a comprehensive peace and implement the FARC agreement. 
 

The Final agreement and Peace are the property of everyone. 
 

WE NEED WEAPONS OUT OF POLITICS AND OUT OF COLOMBIAN SOCIETY 


